
October 16,2001 

Regulation Comments 
Cbiof counsel’s Office 
OfEcq or Thrift Supervision 
1700 ti. Street. NW 
Washington, DC 20552 
Attention Docket No. 200149 

Dear Regulators: 

National People’s Action (NPA) is writing to comment on the Advanced Notice of 
Proposed R~lemaking on tbo Community Reiwestment Act that was published in the 
Federal Registry in July 2001. Since working to pass the Community Reinvestment Act, 
NPA has used CRA as a very important tool lo improve low and moderate income 
neighborhoods. NPA is a nationwide n&work of community organizations. 

The orig&+l goal of CRA, to ensure that credit needs are being met in all communities, is 
ss important now as it was in 1970s. By passing HMDA, WI were able to prove that a 
pattern orradlining existed by revealing where lenders wera making loans, which was not 
in low and moderate income areas. This made it possible to pass CRA, which we 
estimate is responsible for hundreds of billions of dollars being lent in low and moderate 
income nuighbmhuotl& SiguiIicanUy. banks have also built branches in these 
neighborhoods that physically represent a bank’s reinvestment commitment. 

In ardor to continue access to quality credit in low and moderate income neighborhoods, 
CRA needs to be moderniad to keep pace wilh lbe changing Zace of our financial 
institutions. Instead OF seeing no loans in low and moderate income neighborhoods, we 
are now seeing au alnmdance of bad loans in these same neighborhoods. predatory 
lenders are charging outrageous interest rates and fees for financial scxviccs in these 
neighborhoods because banks are not doing therrjobs. In Cbic@Y&-g& 
neighborhood, Austin, subprime lenders made 49% of the loans in 2000. III fact, fiflecn 
of the top 25 landers in Austin wore suhprime lenders. This serves to create two tiers of 
lending in Lhe United States, with the people who can least afford it, being the ones 
paying the most for financial services. IfXXA is not modernized, it will lose its ability to 
hold ou @kly changing finanmcial institutions accountable to the communities in which 

they oparata. 
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A key way to modernize CRA is to expand it to cover all residential mortgage lenders 
and insurauce companies. By holding other insurance companies and other mortgage 
lenders accountable to CRA, low and modemte income individuals would have more 
access to mainstream economic services. 

In order to keep our neighborhoods alive, WC riced to improve CRA to keep pace with the 
modernization of financial institutions. There arc throc main categories where 
improvements need to be made: reporting ~quirements; exam structure; and rating 
sttucture. Our comments in response to the ANPR are explained under these categorias. 

ReDorUne Reauirements 
The expansion of HMDA disclosure and small business data disclosure are two ways to 
improve the reporting requirementa for a CRA exam. 

Any abrslve terms, fees and credit scora should be accounted for in HMDA 
disclosure. 
Under current HMDA disclosure laws, there is no way to fully substantiate the enormous 
increase in the so-called subprime lending market. HMDA data needs to be expanded in 
order to give regulators and comnmnity groups accurate information about the quality of 
the loana that banks are making in the neighborhoods, We are pleased that there is a 
proposed addition of the annual perccntagc rate to the HMJ3A &la. This data, 
unfortunately, is not mough. Fees, credit scores and predatory practices need to bc 
included in the Hh4DA disclosure. Fees and interest rates should be disclosed separately. 
We have heard stories of fees amounting to as much as 25% of the loan. Fannie Mae has 
estimated that half of all bonowers with subprime loans could qualify for prime rate 
loans. These borrowers have been ‘Steered” into a subprime loan. which is universally 
considered a predatory practice. Steering could be detected by requiring lenders m 
disclosure the credit acorc for each application. 

Small business data disclosure should include the status of each loan appkstton, 
whether it is denied, withdrawn, incomplete, approved but not acceptcd, and 
origiuated. Also included in small business disclosure should be the race, gender ot 
applicants, and the actual census tract in which the business is located. 
Even though it is increasingly common for borrowers to get home mortgage loans 
through non-depository institutions, depository institutions arc still primarily the lcndcrs 
for small businesses. Small business lending should be held to as equal scrutiny as home 
mortgage lending. Small business data disclosure should more closely mirror I-MDA 
data in what is reported (status of application, the race, gender of applicants, and census 
tract) and how it 1s reported (codes can be easily given as in p 
for the loan). This disclosure should be made available in the same format as HMDA data 
so it easily accessible for the public. Our experience in Chicago is that, when asked only 
a few banks will provide us with small business data by census tract. The only way to 
make all banks provide this information is to require it tbrougb expanding small business 
data disclosure. 



Exam Structure 
ImDrovements in the exam structure include: affiliates being covered under CM, small 
ret&l institutions should be examined just as large retail ins%tutions; establishing a better 
definition for investment test credit; enhanced multi-family lending attention to avoid 
saddling a building with excessive debt; enhancements in the service test that give credit 
for serving the needs of the low and moderate income neighborhood; and better defmed 
assessment area. 

Affiliates covered under CRA 
Under the current CRA. institutions have the option to count afXliatc activity in or out of 
their CRA exam. This leads. to a bank’s potential to manipulate its CRA rating. 
Currently. a bank can own a predatory lender and use those loans to affect its CRA rating. 
First, in ordar to differentiate between prime, subprime and potentially predatory loans 
we need the aforemcntioncd incrcascd HMDA disclosure. Secondly, all non-bank 
af5liates of bank holding companies that engage in lending should be covered under the 
CRA. As financial modernization made it easier for banks to acquire other financial 
services, CRA must be expanded to cover these institutions as well. After all. HMDA 
was amended in 1988 and 1991 to expand repotig to cover most mortgage banking 
subsidiaries of bank and thrift holding companies and independent mortgage companies 
not affiliated with depository institutions. These amendments resulted from the need for 
HMDA to keep pace with the chances in financial institutions. 

Small institutions should be required to go through the same exam as large 
iastitutioas 
Much discussion has centered on what asset sine should qualify a bank for the 
streamlined hank evaluation. NPA believes that there should not be any further tiers 
created to case a bank’s transition f?om a small bank test to a large bank test. In fact, we 
feel that the small institution test should be eliminated. All banks should be subject to the 
lc4ing, investment and scrvicc tests by which the large retail institutions are evaluated 
Small bank tests are too general and the banks themselves have commented on the ease 
of the exams. Therefore. they should be no asset determination for qualifying for a large 
or small retail test. All banks should be equally evaluated in serving the needs of low and 
moderate income neighborhoods. 

Investment teat credit improvement 
Contracting for the service of neighborhood businesses should receive CRA credit under 
the mvestmcnt test. For example, the right to contract wrlh a janitorial company, a 
catering company, a local printer might do more to stabilize business and jobs in the 
neighborhood than a loan to a business that then has no regular cnstomcrs. As well, 
defining contracts for services to small, community-based start-up businesses as an 
investment is required to build neighborhoods. 
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Banks should not get credit for grant.9 to charities that do not serve the original spirit of 
CFU_ that fmancial institutions have an obligation to meet the credit needa of low and 
moderate individuals in a community. 

Multi-family lending 
Neighborhoods arc impacted when an owner of a multi-family prop&y gets a cash-out 
loan by borrowing against the equity in the multi-family property. In many casts 
irrcsponsiblc landlords do not use the money from the cash-out r8fmance or quity loan 
to make repairs on the property. They may, in fact, use the money for other reasons not 
associated with the property. As a result, th8 housing stock begins to deteriorate. 
Institutions should not receive CRA credit for a multi-family loan on a property that is 
not used to maintain or improve properties. As a result, the housing stock begins to 
deteriorate. Through Lhe “Good Repair Clause” in the mortgage, the institution must hold 
the borrower accountable to maintaining the property up to certain standards of upkeep. 
NPA has worked with lenders to target specific deterionting properties and work with 
the owuer to. conduct nead8d repairs. For this reason, institutions should not get CRA 
credit for making loans that create blight io the neighborhood 

Physical locations in low and moderate income neighborhoods should be wkghtad 
heavily under the service tests. With quantitative data to support the use of its s8rvices, 
physical sites should receive more credit, as they oR8n serve as tbe anchors to a 
neighborhood’s residential and commercial development. Perhaps banks should report 
by census tract the branches and services offered at that branch. 

Every evaluation should note whether a bauk offers fme checking accounts witb no 
minimum balance requirements. Institutions that hold significant deposits of LMI 
neighborhood r&lents should receive additional credit. 

Expand the assetwment area 
The curs& assessment area definition falls short of capturing the expansion of lending 
activities beyond traditional brick and mortar locations aa institutions learn to reach 
beyond home markets making physical location less important. Expaudii tbe 
assessment srea tn include arcas where the institution has one-half of one percent market 
share will make lending institutions responsible for tb8ir business practices in the 
majority of areas they SUVC. The assessment area should include areas where the 
institution haa o&es, branches, and deposit taking ATMs. 

Jtatiaestr tluq 
Cmxz~tI~, ~~perccnt of bat&s receive a satisfactory or outstandinrr rating on their CRA 
exams. pkop& in neighborhoods certainly don’t f&l that 97 pcac& of the banks in the 
neighborhood are passing. In order to improve the rating structure a rating of a bank 
should be automatically downgraded if the bank is making predatory loans; stronger 
rating guidelines; localized ratings should be developed; public files should be available 
at all bank brariches and on the CRA pcrforrnancc evaluation should be available on the 
bank’s websib. 



Banks’ rating downgraded for predatory loans 
CRA exams should evaluate s bank’s subprime loans for any predatory practices (see the 
enclosed list). Banks should receive nrating of Substantial Non-Compliance if they am 
making predatory loans. 

Rating guidelines 
The current rating scale is geared for a bank to pass, regardless of their performance. It 
seems implausible that a bank could receive 47 percent of the total points in a large retail 
institution exam, and still get a satisfactory rating. In ordar to truly evaluate a banks 
performance under each test the public exam should include a bank’s individual score for 
the lending, service and investment tests.’ 

in addition, the rating system should be restructured so that no bank can receive an 
overall Satisfaotory rating if it receives a Substantial Non-compliance rating on any 
component of the test or if it receives a Needs to Improve rating on mom than one test. 
All conclusions on ratings for each test should be substantiated with relevant facts, 
numbers and examples. 

HMDA data is critical in evaluating a bank’s performance. If there are HhiDA quality or 
validity repotting violations tbat the institution does not correct. it should automatically 
prohibit a bank from receiving an outstanding rating on its CRA exam. 

Locatiaed ratings 
CM ratings can also be made more realistic by having localized ratings. We have seen a 
number of examples of banks that do a good job of serving communities in one or two 
cities, but pathetic job everywhere else, and still receive satisfactory ratings. Changing 
this would influence all banks to be more concemed about elYectively serving all the 
comnnmities iu wltich they claim to bave a presence, or include in their service area. 
Especially with the drastic reductions taking place in the number of true community 
banks, due to financial modernization which allows the industry to conglomerate to a 
greater extent than ever before, it is important that some way is found to keep these 
banking giants invested in their commumty performance and responsibility. A localized 
rating system could require the top 10 banks in the state’s market to have separate MSA 
based and rural area ratings and performance evahrations. We want to be part of the 
process that can develop a more localized rating system. 

Public file 
Every bank should still be required to maintain a public file at its branch. Under no 
cm2umstauce snoula mis oe weakener due 10 the claims ma1 vle public uoes not utilize 
the tiles. In fact, the data disclosure should that banks are responsible for should actually 
be expanded. As mentioned before, the specific score for each test should be made 
avsilable to the public. For example, the public exam should include if D bunk gets 10 
points on the lending test. Also, banks and regulators should be required IO make exams 
available from 1990. Every CR4 exam should also summarize basic past and present 



I-MDA data denial rates with peer comparisons. An institution should also include the 
public exam on its website., just as an institution includes the annual report. 

Thank you for your attention to these matters. Neighborhoods are this country’s greatest 
asset. It is vital to modernize CRA to meet their credit needs and tight the abuses of 
predatory lending. Please let me know if you have any questions about our response or if 
we can provide any additional information. 

NPA Co-cbaimeraon 

Brenda LaBlanc 
NPA Co-chairperson 


